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The winter outlook for US LNG production
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Asian LNG prices rise from record lows
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• Asian LNG and European gas markets have risen sharply, doubling in price since July 

• Close correlation between the ICIS EAX and Dutch TTF

• US LNG is back in the money for Q4 ‘20 and Q1 ‘21
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As global length grows, Europe takes up more US LNG



European storage overhang weighs on outlook
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• Storage sites are key in granting 

flexibility to European gas systems 

throughout the year

• In 2019 stocks reached the end of 

winter at record highs due to mild 

weather and high LNG sendout

• In Q2 2020 low prices and 

oversupply prompted shippers to 

maximise injections, which sent a 

bearish signal to contracts with 

delivery up to Winter 2020

• Injections slowed down  in Q3 due 

to lower LNG and maintenance to 

key pipelines

Source: European TSOs. Note: does not include Ukraine 
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Ramp up of US LNG exports from 2017 through 2020 

• Nearly 70mtpa of US LNG capacity due to come online by 2020 that has been financially sanctioned. 

• Cheniere first operator in the US to show reliable, on-time start-ups 

• Hurricane Harvey has knock-on impact on Cameron, Freeport LNG, timelines pushed out to 2019-2020 

• Hurricane Laura in 2020 has minimal impact to construction sites at Golden Pass, Calcasieu Pass



Oversupply, low prices lead to wave of US cancellations
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Spreads improve for US loadings this winter



East Asia LNG imports to rise 1% above 2019, despite Covid

• Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and China in 2019 collectively imported 196mt

o 55% of all imports last year

• ICIS forecast for 2020 now 198mt, 1% rise – mainly due to China

• Japan and South Korea decline offset by strong growth in China 
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Risks hinge on Asian demand, outlook for winter balance 

• China, India present demand opportunities this winter 

• Nuclear generation restarts to be monitored in both South Korea, Japan 



Mexico demand outlook
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Natural gas pipeline flows continue increasing along with 
Mexico-US interdependence



Natural gas pipeline flows continue increasing along with 
Mexico-US interdependence

Outlook: Fourth quarter 2020 flows likely to remain well above 2019 levels on 

infrastructure ramp up, barring another coronavirus shutdown in Mexico



When will there be more gas in west Mexico?



What about gas in the east and southeast?



What do ICIS gas price indicators say? How could they evolve?



What do ICIS gas price indicators say? How could they evolve?



How will CFE optimise its idle pipeline capacity?



Longer-term outlook
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US election outlook

Trump

• Remains strong supporter of 
coal-backed policies

• Favours dominant view of oil 
and gas LNG export position 

• US-China relations have 
faltered 

• US pipeline regulations –
already increasingly difficult for 
new infrastructure in current 
administration

Biden

• Carbon pollution-free power 
sector by 2035

• Pushing for development of 
renewables,  including solar 
generation, green hydrogen

• Question on hydraulic 
fracturing  

• US-China relations: complex 
amid human rights, trade 
discussions



North American FIDs get deferred to 2021, potentially later
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Developer Project name Location Trains Capacity (mtpa) FID status Type

Cheniere
Stage 3 Corpus 

Christi 
expansion

Corpus Christi, 
TX

7 to 10 10 Delayed to 2021 Brownfield

Sempra Port Arthur Port Arthur, TX 2 (up to 8) 11-45 Delayed to 2021 Greenfield

Sempra Costa Azul
Ensenada, 

Mexico
1 2.4 2020 Brownfield

Sempra
Cameron 
expansion

Hackberry, LA 2 9.97 TBD Brownfield

Energy 
Transfer

Lake Charles
Lake Charles, 

LA
3 15

Restructured 
after Shell’s exit 

Brownfield

Venture Global
Plaquemines 

LNG
Plaquemines, 

LA
36 x .626mtpa 

trains
20 Late 2020 Greenfield



Summary

• US LNG production expected to return to seasonal norms for winter

• Europe, Asian spot price rally could be short-lived

• Demand impacts from coronavirus-related restrictions could return

• Mexico downstream capacity expansions remain in progress

• Long-term challenges remain for US developers
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Questions? 
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